Abstract. Earth surface temperature changes induced by added thin cirrus or contrails are investigated with a radiativeconvective-diffusive model, basically without climate system changes, with relaxation of the temperature profile by radiation and mixing. The conceptual study shows that the surface temperature sensitivity to cirrus depends strongly on the ratio of the time scales of energy transport by mixing and radiation, where mixing may include turbulent diffusion, convection and 10 transports by the large-scale circulation. The time scales are derived for steady layered heating (ghost-forcing) and for a transient cirrus case. The time scales are shortest at the surface and shorter in the troposphere than in the mid-stratosphere.
with the atmosphere and the ground (land or ocean) in addition to the net radiation budget (Sellers et al., 1997; Lian et al., 2017) . Heat induced in the upper troposphere must be transported downwards to contribute to surface warming, e.g. by convective mixing (Manabe and Wetherald, 1967) . Hence, the question whether cirrus clouds cool or warm the Earth surface cannot be simply answered from studies of radiative flux changes alone.
The sensitivity of surface temperature to cirrus changes is of relevance with respect to aviation climate impact by 5 contrails (Lee et al., 2009a; Boucher et al., 2013; Lund et al., 2017) . Contrails are cirrus clouds induced by aircraft (Schumann and Heymsfield, 2017) . Contrail cirrus of significant optical thickness (>0.1) covers about 0.2 -0.5 % of the Earth (Minnis et al., 2013; Schumann et al., 2015; Bock and Burkhardt, 2016) . Early studies expected a regional surface cooling from contrails (Reinking, 1968) . Later, a hemispheric atmosphere warming by contrails was derived from models (Liou et al., 1990) . A special report on Global Aviation of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (Penner 10 et al., 1999) concluded in 1999: "Contrails tend to warm the Earth's surface, similar to high clouds". Observational evidence for contrail-warming is missing because the expected changes are small, not well correlated with contrail cover, and observed changes may have many causes (Minnis, 2005) . Contrail RF contributions depend on many contrail and Earthatmosphere system properties (Meerkötter et al., 1999; Minnis et al., 1999; Myhre and Stordal, 2001; Schumann et al., 2012) . Contrails are composed of relatively small and aspherical ice particles (Gayet et al., 2012) . Hence, contrails may 15 favor the albedo cooling over the greenhouse warming effect, in particular for thin and high contrails and cirrus (Fu and Liou, 1993; Strauss et al., 1997; Wyser and Ström, 1998; Zhang et al., 1999; Marquart et al., 2003; Wendisch et al., 2005; Markowicz and Witek, 2011; Bi and Yang, 2017) . Contrail contributions to RF at TOA have been derived from observations (Schumann and Graf, 2013; Spangenberg et al., 2013; Vázquez-Navarro et al., 2015) . Most traffic occurs during daytime causing contrails with higher SW fraction. The global mean positive LW and negative SW parts are nearly cancelling each 20 other with a small positive net RF at TOA. Local increases in LW fluxes below contrails are hardly measurable because tropospheric water vapor effectively shields the surface from contrail-induced LW flux changes (Kuhn, 1970) . Local reductions in SW fluxes are well observable at the surface (Khvorostyanov and Sassen, 1998; Haywood et al., 2009; Weihs et al., 2015) . Contrails form mainly outside convective clouds in the stably stratified upper troposphere at mid-latitudes (Schumann et al., 2017) , with less efficient vertical heat exchange than in the tropics (Wetherald and Manabe, 1975) . 25 Contrails occur mainly over land. It is not sure that the heat induced by contrails in the troposphere over land reaches the ocean by horizontal advection and downward mixing before getting lost to space by radiation. Contrails tend to dehydrate the upper troposphere and reduce ambient cirrus (Burkhardt and Kärcher, 2011; Schumann et al., 2015) . Hence, contrails may have the potential to cool (Sassen, 1997) . On the other hand, the contrail SW forcing may be less negative because of higher effective albedo (tropospheric system reflectance) in the extratropics than in the tropics (Stephens et al., 2015) . The 30 climate sensitivity for regional forcing at mid-latitudes may be larger than for tropical or globally uniform disturbances (Joshi et al., 2003; Shindell and Faluvegi, 2009) . LW forcing may be enhanced while SW forcing may be reduced by humidity and low-level cloud changes (Kashimura et al., 2017) . Hence, the equilibrium surface temperature change by contrails cannot be simply deduced from an analogy to high clouds.
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The global mean equilibrium change of near-surface air temperature is often approximated by T s =  RF as a function of the net downward flux change RF at the tropopause and a "climate sensitivity parameter"  (Houghton et al., 1990) .  is similar to the planetary temperature sensitivity parameter  p to changes in solar irradiance (Stephens, 2005) (Stephens, 2005; Bony et al., 2006; Stevens and Bony, 2013) . Therefore,  is not a universal constant (Forster et al., 1997; Joshi et al., 2003; Stuber et al., 2005) . The "efficacy" e=  c / CO2 , i.e., the ratio of climate sensitivities  c for non-CO 2 disturbances and  CO2 for CO 2 changes, generally differs from one (Hansen et al., 2005) . Various alternative RF definitions have been suggested to improve the link to climate sensitivity (Boucher et al., 2013; Myhre et al., 2013) . The 10 instantaneous RF i is the RF for a fixed atmosphere. The adjusted RF a is the RF after thermal relaxation of the stratosphere to the disturbance (Houghton et al., 1990; Stuber et al., 2001) . The effective RF s is the RF after adjustment of the atmosphere to disturbances for constant (ocean) surface temperature (Rotstayn and Penner, 2001; Hansen et al., 2002; Shine et al., 2003) .
Temperature profile disturbances within the atmosphere relax by thermal relaxation with time scales t R which are, as we will further discuss below, of order hours to months depending, among others, on altitude, vertical disturbance scales, and mixing 15 (Manabe and Strickler, 1964; Zhu, 1993) . Because of large ocean heat capacity and efficient heat exchange between ocean and atmosphere, the relaxation times scales are far smaller than the time scales for reaching climate equilibrium (Hansen et al., 1981) .
Since air traffic is projected to continue to increase for many decades, it is important to know the climate impact of contrails accurately (Lee et al., 2009a) . One-dimensional (Strauss et al., 1997) and two-dimensional radiative-convective 20 models (Liou et al., 1990) showed that contrails may have significant climate impacts. The hope was that three-dimensional global circulation atmosphere/ocean models with a suitable contrail model provide reliable estimates of the climate impact from contrails (Ponater et al., 1996) . Various models to represent contrail cirrus in atmospheric global circulation models have been developed (Rind et al., 2000; Ponater et al., 2002; Marquart et al., 2003; Rap et al., 2010b; Burkhardt and Kärcher, 2011; Jacobson et al., 2011; Olivié et al., 2012; Chen and Gettelman, 2013; Schumann et al., 2015) , with different treatment 25 of traffic, subgrid scale contrail formation and optical properties. Some of these models were run with atmosphere-ocean coupling (Rind et al., 2000; Ponater et al., 2005; Rap et al., 2010a; Huszar et al., 2013; Jacobson et al., 2013) . All these model studies suggest a mean global warming from contrails. The contrail climate effects are expensive to compute because they are small compared to the interannual variability ("climate noise") in climate models (Ponater et al., 1996; Hansen et al., 1997b) , so most studies used by factor 10 to 100 increased disturbances. The contrail efficacy has been computed in a 30 few studies, with results varying from 0.3 to 1 for not fully explained reasons (Hansen et al., 2005; Ponater et al., 2005; Rap et al., 2010a) . Avoiding warming and enhancing cooling contrails is considered as a potential concept to mitigate aviation Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2017 Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp- -465, 2017 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discussion started: 29 May 2017 c Author(s) 2017. CC-BY 3.0 License.
climate impact if such rating is possible (Schumann et al., 2011; Grewe et al., 2017) . Hence, an improved understanding of climate sensitivity to contrail cirrus is urgently needed.
In this conceptual study, we investigate changes in temperature from additional thin cirrus or contrails at mid-latitudes in a radiative-convective model. For understanding of fast adjustment processes, the model is run without climate system changes ("feedbacks") except thermal relaxation by radiation and mixing. The model is run with highly idealized surface 5 conditions (to reduce the number of free parameters), including constant temperature and zero net vertical heat flux at the surface ("adiabatic surface") as bounding extremes. Instead of investigating the approach to equilibrium with ocean coupling, we simulate the equilibrium atmosphere without heat exchange to an underlying compartment. The disturbances considered are small and, hence, change the reference atmosphere only slightly. For this reason the model is run with fixed dynamical heating, simulating the heat sources, e.g., from horizontal heat advection, as required for a steady-state reference 10 atmosphere (Strauss et al., 1997) . The optical properties of cirrus are essential for its radiative forcing (Fu, 1996; Myhre et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2015) , but for this study, the cirrus is just a source of SW and LW radiation flux-profile changes with cloud-radiation interaction details of secondary relevance. Also, aerosol effects are not included in this study. The method is described in Section 2. Section 3 presents the results. Section 3.1 shows the responses of an idealized atmosphere to prescribed heating, so-called "ghost forcing". This part will point out the importance of the vertical distribution of the 15 radiative heat sources and vertical mixing. The thermal response to an added thin cirrus layer, typical for contrail cirrus, is studied in Section 3.2. We separate the temperature responses to SW and LW radiative disturbances by cirrus and refer correspondingly to "SW cirrus" (similar to a dust layer) and "LW cirrus" (similar to a strong greenhouse gas layer). For constant atmosphere, the sum of SW and LW RF from these cirrus versions is the same as the net RF from "normal" cirrus. This part will show different temperature responses to SW and LW radiative forcing. A study of thermal relaxation times for 20 cirrus will show up some consequences of temporally and spatially variable cirrus. For comparison and for computation of efficacies for cirrus relative to CO 2 , we run the same simple model for changed CO 2 . Section 4 discusses implications of the height-dependent thermal relaxation time scales for global warming from regional cirrus clouds, with SW and LW effects getting advected over different spatial scales. Section 4 also discusses the temperature response to cirrus with some climate system changes (feedbacks), taking the model with adjusted humidity (Manabe and Wetherald, 1967) as an example for 25 temperature-mediated system changes. Here we show that SW and LW efficacies differ not only for the stratosphereadjusted RF but also for the effective RF. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the findings and presents conclusions.
Radiative-convective-diffusive mixing model
This study uses a one-dimensional radiative-convective-diffusive model of the atmosphere with prescribed composition and clouds, following traditional approaches Manabe and Strickler, 1964) with turbulent fluxes as in 30 Ramanathan and Coakley (1978) . The model is integrated step-wise in time until steady state. It computes the temperature profile T(z,t) versus altitude z and time t as induced by radiative and turbulent heat transports, based on the heat budget:
(
Here,  and c p are air density and isobaric specific heat capacity,  is a prescribed threshold lapse rate, and =(t,z) is a turbulent diffusivity selected to approximate diffusive mixing (constant ) or convective adjustment (large  in case of unstable stratification), as explained below. For contrails and for other small disturbances we compute the temperature change profile T(t,z) = T(t,z)-T 0 (z) in a given reference atmosphere with temperature profile T 0 (z), i.e., we run the model 5 with "fixed dynamical heating" Q 0 . Here, Q 0 is the divergence of the total fluxes F R + F T , so that T/t=0, for T = T 0 . Fixed dynamical heating is commonly used for stratospheric adjustment (Ramanathan and Dickinson, 1979; Forster et al., 1997; Myhre et al., 1998) but used here also for tropospheric adjustments of the given reference atmosphere to small disturbances (Strauss et al., 1997) . Cases with pure radiative equilibrium (Q 0 = 0) are discussed also.
The radiative flux F R is computed with an efficient two-stream solver using libRadtran (Mayer and Kylling, 2005; 10 Emde et al., 2016) . Tests with the more accurate discrete ordinate solver DISORT (Stamnes et al., 1998) properties from Fu (1996) and Fu et al. (1998) .
The turbulent flux F T is approximated as a function of the temperature gradient including the prescribed lapse rate  and diffusivity  (Ramanathan and Coakley, 1978; Liou and Ou, 1983) .  is included to make sure that an atmosphere under threshold conditions with dT/dz = - experiences zero turbulent fluxes. The added  drops out in the equations for T for fixed dynamical heating because the contribution from  affects also Q 0 . The diffusivity  is set to zero in the stratosphere 20 and to a constant = 100 m 2 s -1 in the troposphere for simulation of diffusive mixing in this study. This value turns out to cause strong vertical mixing in the troposphere with time scales h 2 / of the order of a few days depending on vertical scales h of temperature changes and surface boundary condition. Various methods have been used in the past for "convective adjustment", i.e., enforcement of the lapse rate below a given threshold of, e.g.,  = 6.5 K km -1 (Manabe and Strickler, 1964; Ramanathan and Coakley, 1978) . Here, we increase the diffusivities by the factor 100 (2/) atan(), with = 25 max[0,(+dT/dz)/ t ], allowing for a small departure of -dT/dz from the threshold lapse rate  by setting  t to 0.1 K km -1 .
This causes rapid convective adjustment at timescales shorter than one time step (6 h) and avoids spurious numerical oscillations from the on/off behavior of convection near threshold conditions. The method provides a well-defined turbulent flux, avoids iterations, is numerically stable, and conserves thermal energy.
The numerical scheme uses a non-uniform grid in z with model TOA at 60 km with 100 grid cells vertically. High 30 vertical resolution is necessary to resolve the local flux changes caused by thin cirrus. The lowest layer is centered at 25 m, Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2017 Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp- -465, 2017 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. Initial conditions prescribe temperature and composition profiles for the mid-latitude summer standard atmosphere without aerosols (Anderson et al., 1986) , see Figure 1 . The humidity profile is kept constant unless noted otherwise. Surface albedo (A = 0.3) is selected to mimic an average low-level cloud cover, and the solar zenith angle (cos(SZA) = 0.25) is set 10 such that the downward solar direct radiation equals 1/4 of the solar irradiance as in the global mean. Boundary conditions prescribe either fixed (skin) surface temperature or an adiabatic boundary. An adiabatic boundary is implemented by setting F R +F T = 0 at the surface. This flux is used when computing the heating rate in the lowest model layer. An adiabatic surface implies zero surface heat capacity and zero total flux between the atmosphere above and the compartment below the surface.
This condition also simulates an atmosphere in thermal equilibrium with the lower compartment (ocean, ice, etc.). We 15 consider two variants to determine the skin temperature T skin at the adiabatic surface. T skin is either set equal to the air temperature T s in the lowest model layer, implying rapid mixing between the surface and the lowest air layer, or T skin is determined from the surface energy budget for given surface albedo A and unit surface emissivity, imply a cooling, negative a warming of the surface. Over an adiabatic surface, the fluxes approach zero at all heights. During integration, we monitor the net vertical flux at all relevant altitudes (during stratospheric adjustment only in the 25 stratosphere). The integration is performed until the maximum deviation of the flux values from the mean at all these altitudes is <0.3 % of the maximum instantaneous flux value. Approach to equilibrium is accelerated, during the first half of time steps, by adding, e.g., 5 times the mean heating rates in the troposphere and stratosphere to the temperature changes in the respective layers. Here, the mean heating rates result from the differences between the fluxes at top and bottom of the layer divided by the layer heat capacity. With this method, radiative equilibrium is reached within the given deviation with 30 less than 640 time steps (160 d).
RF is computed from the difference between the net total fluxes at the tropopause (TP) in model solutions with and without the disturbance. The sign of RF is defined such that positive values imply a warming of the Earth-troposphere Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2017 Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp- -465, 2017 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discussion started: 29 May 2017 c Author(s) 2017. CC-BY 3.0 License.
system. For fixed dynamical heating, the model solution without disturbance is given by the steady-state initial conditions. The instantaneous (i), stratospheric adjusted (a), and the effective (s) forcing is computed from three model runs with different boundary conditions. RF i is the flux change for fixed atmosphere; it varies with height. RF a is the flux change at the TP after the stratosphere temperature has adjusted to the disturbance for fixed troposphere; it is constant throughout the stratosphere. RF i and RF a are computed for fixed skin surface temperature. The effective RF s is the flux change at the TP 5 after reaching equilibrium in the entire atmosphere with fixed T s . Here, the total flux is vertically constant. Finally the equilibrium response is computed for an adiabatic surface for which the total flux change is zero at all levels.
The method has been tested with the mentioned alternative solvers and molecular absorption models by comparison of the daily mean and time dependent instantaneous SW and LW RF values of a cirrus layer with results from earlier studies (Meerkötter et al., 1999) ; see Figure 2 and Figure 3 . The dynamical heating Q 0 required to keep the mid-latitude summer 10 atmosphere at steady state is shown in Figure 1 . On average, the heating rate from Q 0 is 1.39 K d -1 in the troposphere and -0.062 K d -1 in the stratosphere. These values are similar to the net heating rates presented in fig. 22 of Manabe and Möller (1961) . For zero dynamical heating, the code reproduces the approach to pure radiative equilibrium in the atmosphere (Manabe and Strickler, 1964) , see Figure 4 . Because of strong variations of the heating rate with altitude, the transient solution tends to form temperature kinks in the lower stratosphere. These kinks disappear slowly when reaching equilibrium 15 because of low energy exchange by radiation between neighboring layers, mainly in the 15-m CO 2 -band in regions with low H 2 O and O 3 concentrations (Plass, 1956 ). Figure 4 also shows that the model simulates convective adjustment similar to Manabe and Strickler (1964) , which illustrates the known importance of vertical mixing for the temperature profile. For a doubled CO 2 mixing ratio (from 300 to 600 mol mol -1 ), the model computes a temperature change of 1.1 K without feedbacks, similar to previous results (Hansen et al., 1981) . The radiative-convective equilibrium solutions with a cirrus 20 layer for zero forcing Q 0 are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 . These results are qualitatively similar to those presented below for deviations from the mid-latitude summer atmosphere. Of course, the mid-latitude summer atmosphere is far less convective than the free radiative equilibrium atmosphere.
Results

Temperature response to prescribed heating at various altitude levels 25
In order to understand air temperature responses to heating at various altitudes, we follow the "ghost" forcing concept of Hansen et al. (1997a) . The ghost forcing is a prescribed additive flux change causing a constant heating rate in an altitude interval. The heating causes temperature changes until reaching equilibrium in which the changed fluxes balance the ghost forcing. The model is run for fixed climate system except changing temperature and mixing. In contrast to a forcing by an added cloud or by changed air composition, the ghost forcing does not change the radiative properties of the atmosphere 30 except by temperature changes.
Eleven simulations are performed with a prescribed flux change of 1 W m -2 . One simulation is run for a flux change in the lowest model layer above the surface, and ten for flux changes in subsequent 100-hPa pressure intervals between the surface and TOA. The imposed change in net flux is zero at the surface, without direct impact on surface heating, and decreases linearly to -1 W m -2 within the heated atmosphere interval. Above the heated layer, the flux is constant reflecting a change of the heat budget between the surface and TOA, so that RF i = 1 W m -2 at TOA. For an atmosphere in hydrostatic 5 equilibrium with dp =- g dz, the ghost forcing causes a heating rate (rate of temperature change) H= (T/t) R = g (F r /p)/c p .
Here, H= 0.0833 K d -1 in the respective 100-hPa intervals, and 0.825 K d -1 for the surface ghost forcing. Figure 7 shows, for example, the heating profile for forcing between 600 -700 hPa. Figure 8 shows the initial and final flux profiles for these cases. We find that the flux in equilibrium over a constant surface temperature is in between the initial instantaneous flux values at the TP and at the surface. 10 Figure 9 shows the steady-state temperature profiles in response to the 11 ghost forcings and for three different versions of vertical mixing. In the radiative case with zero turbulent fluxes, the temperature change profiles are similar to vertically smoothed heating rates. The profiles follow the local heating with vertical scales that are the smaller, the higher the effective optical depth for infrared radiation (Stephens, 1984; Goody and Yung, 1989) . Radiation causes energy exchange between neighboring layers and between the air layers and the surface. The atmosphere and the surface also emit energy directly to 15 space. Even for heating at the surface, the lowest air layer gets warmer than the surface because the warm black surface emits radiation to space in the transparent thermal infrared window between 8 and 13 m wavelengths while the air layer emission is weak in this spectral range. Because of lower emissivity and lower temperature, the temperature increase required to balance the ghost forcing is far higher in the stratosphere than in the troposphere. Turbulent vertical mixing smoothes the profiles further, as expected. Convective mixing is rather weak for this case because the mid-latitude summer 20 atmosphere is rather stable compared to the tropics, so that convection occurs only in the upper troposphere where the ghost heating causes local instability. Figure 10a shows the surface temperature change T s as a function of the height of the heated layer. T s is, of course, maximum for ghost forcing directly at the surface. Its value depends on details of the surface boundary condition. Here we show results assuming perfect mixing between the surface and the lowest air layer with equal skin and air surface 25 temperatures, T s = 0.371 K. In the alternative, for T skin computed from the local radiation budget, T skin is far higher (by about 13 K for the given albedo and SZA, which is a realistic magnitude (Lian et al., 2017) ) and emits energy more efficiently, so that the skin temperature change induced by ghost forcing is smaller, T skin = 0.300 K, and the air surface temperature change is larger, T s = 0.491 K. Without diffusive mixing in the troposphere (black circles), T s decreases with the height of the heated layer. For strong tropospheric mixing ( =100 m 2 s -1 , red symbols), T s is 0.260 K for surface ghost 30 forcing, and this value stays close to constant within the whole troposphere. For comparison, Hansen et al. (1997a) (their Table 4 and Fig. 8 a) report a vertically nearly constant T s for fixed clouds, with T s = 0.288 K when normalized to the Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2017 Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp- -465, 2017 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. For layers with 200 hPa depth instead of 100 hPa, the heating response is smoother, causing about 50 % larger time scales.
Hence, the sensitivity to layer depth is less than linear (Goody and Yung, 1989) . Radiation causes nonlocal energy transfer, different from diffusion processes for which the sensitivity to layer depth would be quadratic. The smaller time scales in the lowest layers are again a consequence of effective radiation emission via the surface. The relaxation times in the highest 10 layer are lower than in the second highest layer, because of stronger heat loss from the middle atmosphere to space (Zhu, 1993) . Turbulence causes additional mixing reducing the layer warming and the related time scales. Mixing in the troposphere also reduces stratospheric time scales by enhanced heat exchange between air layers near the tropopause by radiation, heat exchange within the troposphere by mixing, and enhanced heat loss from the surface to space. With strong tropospheric vertical mixing, the thermal relaxation times for heating in the troposphere approach a low and vertically 15 constant value of about 3.2 d. For an atmosphere in which the adiabatic surface is replaced by a constant temperature surface, the time scale t R is zero at the surface; t R reduces by 34 % in the first 100-hPa layer, and by 12 % in the second layer, with smaller changes at higher levels. In this case, because of combined transport by radiation and mixing, heat has a lower residence time than a passive tracer with similar source location and constant concentration at the Earth surface.
Passive aircraft emissions may well exceed one month atmospheric residence time when emitted into the lower stratosphere 20 (Forster et al., 2003) but reach ground within less than about a week when emitted in the mid troposphere (Danilin et al., 1998) . Figure 10b and e show the adjusted and effective RF a and RF s versus the height of the heated layer. RF a equals RF i = 1 W m -2 , regardless of the layer height as long as the heated layer is fully below the TP (Hansen et al., 1997a) . The ratio RF s /RF i measures the fraction of heat that continues to warm the compartment below the surface after the air temperature has 25 adjusted to the induced heat disturbance. RF s /RF i is largest for heating near the surface: 0.804 in the case without diffusive mixing. Hence, about 80 % of the input heat heats the compartment below the Earth surface (e.g., ocean) and 20 % of the heat radiates out to space when the troposphere has reached its higher steady-state temperature. For heating near the TP, about 95 % of the heat leaves to space. For strong vertical mixing, RF s /RF i is about 60 % and vertically nearly uniform.
Hence, even with strong mixing, 40 % of the ghost heating radiates directly to space. Finally, Figure 10d and The response to ghost forcing characterizes the thermal response for a fixed atmosphere. In addition to mixing, the thermal 5 response depends, of course, on the temperature and composition of the atmosphere. Large changes result from added clouds or from changes in air composition such as humidity. Figure 10a (cyan symbols) shows that ghost forcing below the cloud causes a larger surface temperature change when the reference atmosphere is covered with 100 % cirrus of visible optical thickness  = 3 at 10 to 11 km altitude. The cloud reduces the heat loss to space. The cirrus cloud must be quite thick to effectively shield the lower troposphere from radiative heat losses. Note that the infrared absorption optical thickness is 10 typically only half of the visible optical thickness (Garnier et al., 2012) . Hence, even for 100 % cover, the solar optical thickness must exceed about 2 to cause a notable reduction on radiative heat losses from the troposphere to space. The plot also shows that increasing the humidity profile to 150 % of the initial value uniformly at all altitudes in the reference atmosphere reduces surface warming by ghost forcing slightly. A uniformly higher humidity in the atmosphere enhances the infrared layer emissivity, causing stronger local cooling from a ghost layer to space; it also increases the optical thickness 15 between the layer and the surface, reducing surface temperature changes. This is no contradiction to the fact that increases in stratospheric water vapor (and CO 2 ) act to cool the stratosphere but to warm the troposphere (Shine and Sinha, 1991; Solomon et al., 2010) . We applied the code also for the tropical standard atmosphere (Anderson et al., 1986) . In the more humid tropics with higher and colder tropopause, the relaxation time scales are about 20 % smaller than at mid-latitudes. For an atmosphere with doubled CO 2 , the changes are qualitatively similar to increased H 2 O, but of smaller magnitude. High and 20 thick clouds are far more efficient in changing the radiative relaxation time scales in the troposphere than added H 2 O or CO 2 .
Cirrus in comparison to CO 2
In this section we consider the temperature changes induced by a cirrus example, a thin homogenous cirrus layer at 10 to 11 km altitude, with 3 % coverage in an otherwise fixed Earth-atmosphere system. The cirrus ice water content is adjusted to an optical thickness  = 0.3 at 550 nm wavelength, and the effective radius of the hexagonal ice particles in this model is set to 25 20 m, typical for aged contrail cirrus (Minnis et al., 2013) . The net instantaneous RF is positive for the LW and "normal" (SW+LW) cirrus cases and negative for SW cirrus (see Table 1 ). For comparison, we also consider a 10 % increase in CO 2 (360 to 396 mol mol -1 ) again for an otherwise fixed climate system. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the instantaneous radiative flux changes and heating rates for added SW, LW and normal cirrus and for increased CO 2 . Among others, the heating rate profile for cirrus depends strongly on the assumed optical thickness of the cirrus. For thicker cirrus, the LW heating 30 increases on average over the cirrus but may get negative at top of the cirrus (Liou, 1986) . The large heating rate in the air layer at the fixed-temperature surface reflects the finite net downward radiative fluxes at that surface.
For cirrus, we see strongly different temperature responses for the SW and LW cirrus, at least for weak turbulent mixing (Figure 11 ). The SW cirrus causes a slight warming inside the cirrus by solar radiation absorption (Stackhouse and Stephens, 1991) . The main effect of the SW cirrus is a cooling of the lower troposphere culminating at the Earth surface. The LW cirrus enhances infrared absorption inside the cirrus and slightly warms the troposphere below the cirrus by emission from the cirrus. In addition, LW cirrus enhances the radiation budget at the Earth surface causing a slight warming, but the SW 5 cooling dominates. Only for strong vertical mixing, the heat induced by the cirrus in the upper troposphere gets transported downwards quick enough compared to radiative losses to effectively warm the surface. Convective mixing is weak in this example because the cirrus stabilizes the atmosphere below the cirrus. Convective mixing occurs again only in the uppermost troposphere, between the cirrus layer and the TP.
We note that the cirrus also cools the surface in a case with Q 0 = 0, i.e. without fixed dynamical heating, for otherwise 10 the same parameters (most important are albedo and SZA), see Figure 5 and Figure 6 . In radiative equilibrium without mixing, again, the cirrus warms the tropopause region but cools the lower troposphere and the surface because of dominant SW changes. The given cirrus cools strongest without mixing but cools also with convective adjustment because the cirrus stabilizes the mid troposphere. Only in case of strong and vertically uniform mixing, positive RF causes a positive temperature change throughout the troposphere and at the surface. 15
The CO 2 case shows tropospheric warming as expected (Ramanathan and Coakley, 1978; Manabe and Stouffer, 1980; Ogura et al., 2014) . The initial heating, mainly from LW radiation, is positive but small (<0.022 K d (Hansen et al., 1997a) results from amplification by various climate system changes not included in this model. At high latitudes, reduced vertical mixing, besides sea ice albedo changes, would enhance LW warming at the surface from increased CO 2 (Wetherald and Manabe, 1975 LW cirrus separately, the ratio RF s /RF i increases strongly with vertical mixing, e.g., from 0.22 to 0.90 for LW cirrus. At steady state, more and more of the heat induced by the cirrus reaches the surface and less leaves to space for increased mixing. Surface heating (or cooling) is more efficient in heating the underlying compartment (larger RF s /RF i ) than upper tropospheric heating. For the LW+SW cirrus, the SW and LW results for RF and temperature add linearly. However, the sensitivities and efficacies change nonlinearly because they are ratios of RF and T s values. Based on RF a , the efficacy of 5 SW cirrus is larger than for LW cirrus. Hence, efficacies derived from stratosphere-adjusted RF depend on the heating profiles and the mixing. Based on RF s , the efficacies for the well-defined cases are close to unity. They are all close to one, because the cirrus and CO 2 changes are small disturbances of the same climate system and the modelled climate systems remain similar also after fast adjustments in all these cases.
Though the nature of the ghost forcing is different, the insight gained in the previous section, consistent with Hansen et 10 al. (1997a) , helps to understand the temperature changes induced by cirrus. For weak mixing, T s is highly sensitive to the altitude in which the cirrus heating is induced. Also the dependence of  on mixing and the usefulness of effective RF s to estimate T s with nearly constant  s , apply similarly for cirrus. Similar efficacies can be expected only for similar atmospheres and strong mixing. A thick added cirrus changes the atmosphere strongly and causes not only additional warming but also reduces heat loss from the surface and from the atmosphere below the cirrus to space. In all cases, we find 15 that the effective RF s is in between the values of RF i at the TP and at the surface. This finding may be helpful for estimating RF s for given instantaneous RF.
In the contrail climate study with a global circulation model by Ponater et al. (2006) Here we show temperature profiles as a function of time starting from steady state for the given cirrus and given mixing 25 model over an adiabatic land surface, after the cirrus is suddenly taken away. As expected from the ghost forcing results, the temperature change returns to zero most rapid at the surface (reaching half its initial value within one time step, 0.25 d); the temperature within the cirrus layer also returns to zero quickly (6.5 d) because of the relatively small geometrical cirrus depth, while the thicker troposphere needs 22.5 d to reach half its initial value. For constant surface temperature, the relaxation times would be smaller. Convective mixing does not change the results much for this atmosphere. The diffusive 30 mixing reduces both the temperature maximum and the mixing relaxation times scales for local temperature disturbances considerably. Of course, thermal inertia of an ocean would increase heat residence times to many years (Hansen et al., 1985) .
Implications and discussions on regional effects and feedbacks
The results have obvious implications. If we assume forcing by a regional cirrus change and advection by horizontal wind, then any surface cooling or warming will be limited regionally to the immediate neighborhood of the domain with cirrus changes while the upper troposphere warming may travel over large distances. The radiative forcing by cirrus contributes to long-term global warming only when the heat captured by the cirrus reaches the ocean. A globally uniform heating from 5 localized forcing is unlikely unless advection and mixing occur at timescales far shorter than radiative relaxation. Advection of heat from cirrus or contrail warming has been noted in previous simulations (Ponater et al., 1996; Rind et al., 2000) , but the role of radiative cooling has not yet been discussed. Spatial variability in the forcing/response relationship has been derived from climate models for aerosol forcing (Shindell et al., 2010) . Hence, efficacy differences are to be expected on where over continents and oceans the cirrus formed. For small mixing and radiation relaxation time scales also the time 10 scales of the disturbances itself (e.g., minutes to days for contrails and cirrus) influence the mean efficacy of the related RF, because local warming radiates more quickly to space than well mixed warming.
The results presented so far were obtained including fast temperature changes and mixing for otherwise fixed atmosphere, without taking other changes of the climate-system (feedbacks) into account. As a consequence of temperature change, the climate system will change in many respect (Stephens, 2005) . Here we add some discussion to this. Because of 15 different heating profiles and incomplete mixing, temperature change profiles are different and, hence, feedbacks for cirrus will be different from those for CO 2 .
For illustration, we apply our model also with absolute humidity adapted to temperature changes for fixed relative humidity (Manabe and Wetherald, 1967) . For cirrus, because of local warming, such a change enhances humidity mainly in the cirrus itself. Water vapor is a particularly efficient greenhouse gas near the TP, and added water vapor increases the 20 surface temperature (Shine and Sinha, 1991) , consistent with our results, see Figure 13 . RF s is computed for the atmosphere with fixed humidity assuming that the change in humidity (e.g., because of ocean warming) is a slow process. Table 2 lists the temperature changes, climate sensitivities and efficacies in steady state with and without humidity feedback and a feedback factor F, i.e., the ratio of T s with and without humidity changes.
The efficacies and feedback factors for cirrus with LW warming and SW cooling heating rates are highly sensitive to small 25 system changes ("ill-conditioned") because the RF is the difference of two large contributions and the sign of T s and RF may differ when both are close to zero. We see that the efficacies and feedback factors for SW and LW cirrus differ from one. In contrast to efficacies for RF a , the efficacies for RF s in the atmosphere with humidity changes are larger for LW cirrus than for SW cirrus. Both are different from one. Hence, neither RF a nor RF s are direct measures of the equilibrium surface temperature change. In the cirrus case, LW forcing gets enhanced while SW forcing gets reduced by climate system changes 30 from changed humidity. Kashimura et al. (2017) investigate surface cooling by added stratospheric aerosol and also find reduced SW RF by reduced humidity and low-level clouds. Ultimately, the role of climate system changes for the RF cannot be determined with a simple model. It requires simulations with a comprehensive climate model. Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2017 Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp- -465, 2017 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discussion started: 29 May 2017 c Author(s) 2017. CC-BY 3.0 License.
Conclusions
Surface temperature changes induced by radiative disturbances depend on the vertical distribution of the radiative heating induced by the disturbances in the troposphere. Since cirrus introduces warming and cooling contributions at different altitudes, the surface temperature response to radiative forcing by added cirrus and contrails is particularly sensitive to the vertical heating rate profile. It requires strong vertical heat transport by mixing to distribute the induced heat uniformly over 5 the whole troposphere. The mixing has to act at time scales quicker than the radiative heat transfer to avoid loss of energy by radiation to space before the heat can reach the surface. Cirrus tends to stabilize the atmosphere with reduced convective mixing, enhancing the sensitivity to the vertical distribution of the radiative heating. This paper discussed the relationship between radiative forcings and surface temperature changes in a qualitative manner based on a radiative-convective-diffusive model. Various RF versions are considered, including instantaneous, 10 stratosphere-adjusted, and effective RF, i.e., RF i , RF a , and RF s . Here, RF s is computed for fixed surface temperature and the limited set of adjustments represented in the model. After adjustment by thermal relaxation, the RF s was found to be in between the RF i values at TOA and at the surface and smaller in magnitude than the corresponding RF a values. As an extreme, for weak tropospheric mixing, added cirrus may cool the surface even when RF i and RF a suggest warming. In agreement with earlier studies, we find that the climate sensitivity to RF a varies strongly between the various forcing types 15 while the sensitivity to RF s is closer to constant. However, when the climate system changes beyond what is included in the fast adjustments considered for RF s , e.g., by humidity changes during ocean warming, the efficacies vary between the forcing types also for RF s . For cirrus including LW and SW effects, no simple relationship between net radiative forcing and temperature change exists.
The radiative relaxation time scales of the disturbance-induced temperature profile changes are of order hours near the 20 surface to months in the mid stratosphere. Hence, temperature changes induced by cirrus near the surface are short-lasting and may be more regionally limited, while upper tropospheric temperature changes last longer and may spread over a larger part of the Earth.
The classical RF concept assumes sufficiently strong mixing within the troposphere, i.e., mixing time scales shorter than the time scales of thermal relaxation by radiation. One climate model study (Ponater et al., 2005) indicates that the 25 mixing of contrail-induced warming is too weak to mix the heat over the troposphere uniformly. Hence, the contrail warming is distributed over a smaller domain and lasts shorter than for CO 2 and this, besides different feedbacks, may cause different efficacies.
These findings may have implications for the assessment of the climate impact of aviation by contrail cirrus. So far, equilibrium warming from contrails is computed using estimates of RF (RF i or RF a ) together with CO 2 climate sensitivity 30 corrected by a contrail efficacy (Ponater et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2009a; Frömming et al., 2012) . The net RF for cirrus is often far smaller than the magnitude of its SW and LW parts. In this study we found that the efficacies for SW and LW parts may differ. Hence, the efficacy-weighted RF may be much different from previous estimates.
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